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Abstract: This research concentrates on the Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) demand sites’ hierar-
chical location–allocation problem in air route network design. With demand sites (locations where
UAS operations are requested) organized and allocated according to the spatial hierarchy of UAS
traffic flows, the hierarchical structure guarantees resource conservation and economies of scale
through traffic consolidation. Therefore, in this paper, the UAS route network with a three-level
hierarchy is developed under a multi-objective decision-making framework, where concerns about
UAS transportation efficiency from the user side and construction efficiency from the supplier side
are both simultaneously considered. Specifically, a bi-level Hybrid Simulated Annealing Genetic
Algorithm (HSAGA) with global and local search combined is proposed to determine the optimal
number, location, and allocation of hierarchical sites. Moreover, using the information of site closeness
and UAS demand distribution, two problem-specific local search operators are designed to explore
elite neighborhood regions instead of all the search space. A case study based on the simulated UAS
travel demand data of the Beijing area in China was conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method, and the impact of critical parameter settings on the network layout was explored
as well. Findings from this study will offer new insights for UAS traffic management in the future.

Keywords: Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS); UAS route network design; UAS traffic management;
multi-objective optimization

1. Introduction

Substantial growth in Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) civilian applications is ex-
pected in both remote and congested urban areas, including infrastructure surveillance,
agricultural support, air passenger and cargo transportation, etc. Given registration trends
and market development, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) forecasts that the
urban UAS service market in the U.S. will reach approximately USD 115 billion by 2035,
equivalent to 30% of the present commercial air transportation market [1]. Specifically,
the emerging concept of Urban Air Mobility (UAM) using a UAS for passenger transport
and cargo delivery will shift travel to the third dimension and, thus, escape severe ground
traffic congestion in large cities, having a potential annual market value in the billions [2].
Despite the enormous economic potential, there is currently no system in place to enable
and safely manage the widespread use of UASs [3]. This leads to the novel UAS Traffic
Management (UTM) concept, which refers to a system and a set of services that provide
the necessary information and procedures to support safe and efficient UAS operations [4].
One critical UTM functionality is the design of airspace, which ensures that the airspace is
configured for the most-efficient UAS operations in light of the traffic demand. Currently,
the operating altitudes for civilian UASs are concentrated at or below 400 ft Above Ground
Level (AGL) [5].
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1.1. Related Work

Table 1 gives a summary of previous studies on the UAS-oriented airspace configura-
tion. A clear consensus on the optimal type of airspace design that should be implemented
has still not been reached [6]. Several studies argue that the airspace should be unrestricted
and fully open to autonomous vehicles [7,8], while others state that predefined routes are
required to handle high traffic densities [9,10]. Although an unstructured airspace grants
great UAS flight flexibility, computational complexity will inherently increase with the
trajectory scale. For instance, in case multiple trajectories occupy the same space at the
same time, detailed 4D trajectories of other UAS operations in the area of travel should be
obtained before launch [11]. This has both security and privacy issues since complete trajec-
tory information can reveal the intent of the operations. In contrast, a structured airspace
eliminates the need for detailed trajectory information by guiding origin–destination traffic
to fly along explicit three-dimensional routes. In this way, traffic management complexity
can be greatly reduced from 4D to 1D. Therefore, the route-based airspace functional design
that guides UAS flights in it has received special attention in recent studies [11,12].

An air route can be defined as follows: the airspace is abstracted as a directed graph
with a set of route segments connecting multiple demand sites. Direct UAS routing between
the departure and destination has been widely studied in low-altitude airspace, where UAS
flight is constrained by complicated environmental factors and obstacles. Path planning
methods such as the geometry method, velocity space method [13], and graph search
method [12,14] have been proposed to generate the most-cost-effective route while avoiding
obstacles. However, these works mainly focused on route planning for one single aircraft.
When applied to large-scale UTM scenarios, such individual-optimal planning models
have the drawback of limited system observability. For instance, some major routes are
popular pathways that UASs could have shared, but these resources are not fully utilized
due to separate individual decisions. Hence, network-based UAS routing has recently
been researched in the literature for its advantage in traffic demand consolidation and
dissemination [15–17].

Unlike point-to-point direct routing, a public route network is constructed in network-
based models by concentrating UAS flow on a certain number of routes to produce
economies of scale and to allow infrastructure cost savings. Considering that UAS route
network design can significantly affect the operational performance, a range of critical
factors influencing UAS route choice decisions are investigated, including the network
topology, routing strategy, and associated optimization algorithm [16–18]. In general, the
route network should be designed to meet UAS traffic demand with minimal total operat-
ing costs, while actual conditions for application such as UAS performance limitation and
airspace restriction should also be considered at the same time.

However, most of the above studies regard the route network as a single-level entity
with one kind of route property. It is well known, instead, that, in existing transportation
networks, resources are typically managed and controlled in a hierarchical manner [19–21].
That is, route links should be classified into hierarchies (or levels) according to the flow of
the traffic that they carry. Such a network hierarchy is essential to reflect both the underly-
ing organizational structure of UAS traffic demand (e.g., long-haul flights for inter-regional
movement vs. short-haul flights within a Metropolitan area) and the functional division of
the associated service provision (e.g., the main route, which supports high-volume flow,
vs. the branch route, which accommodates local traffic). For instance, aviation markets
commonly use the hub network structure for profit maximizing, and a recent review was
given in [22], where hub–spoke airlines can serve a large number of destinations with a high
frequency. Apart from the traditional one-hub-type and one-transportation-mode network,
multi-layer hub networks involving different hub types across multiple transportation
service layers (e.g., air, ground, and underground) are also widely studied [23–25]. Accord-
ingly, two representative studies adopted the two-level hub–spoke hierarchical topology for
urban on-demand UAS route network design [2,26], where the backbone network is formed
at the upper level and the local access network is formed at the lower level. However, only
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two types of routes were considered in both works, while the hierarchy of routes should
be classified into more-detailed levels to increase the functional completeness of the UAS
route system and to maximize the adaptive ability between the airspace spatial layout and
UAS demand distribution. Besides, previous works focused mainly on minimizing the
UAS travel costs from the user side, while the launch site construction resource from the
supply side was barely considered in the network design. Generally, a better transportation
service will be offered to UASs in the presence of more direct connections. But, there
exist upper bounds for the resources of UTM service providers to support and supervise
such operations. In this case, two conflicting interests from different stakeholders, i.e.,
the user side and supply side, pose a design trade-off, which makes the problem even
more complicated.

Table 1. Summary of previous studies for UAS-oriented airspace configuration.

Category Characteristic Article Main Contribution

Airspace structure

Unstructured [7,8] Assessed low-altitude airspace capacity after
the introduction of UAS operations.

Structured [9–12]

Proposed several UAS airspace structural
designs (e.g., layers, lanes, or blocks) and
investigated the influence of the airspace

structure on performance (e.g., capacity, risk).

Path planning

Single vehicle [12–14]

Generated safe and cost-effective paths for
UASs independently by using algorithms

such as A* and Rapidly-Exploring
Random Tree.

Multiple vehicles [15–17]
Feasible routes designed between UAS
Origin–Destination (OD) pairs within

sectored or gridded airspace.

Route network type

Single-layer network [16–18]
Single-level route network connecting

conflict-free nodes and links that are away
from hazardous airspace.

Multi-layer network

One transport mode: [2,19–21,26]
Extracted the hierarchical organization of the
transportation network and identified UAS

demand points as hubs or spokes.

Multimodal transport: [23–25]
Interconnected layers via hub locations to

integrate two or more different
transportation modes.

1.2. Motivation

Inheriting the concept of network hierarchy, a three-level UAS route network was
designed in this paper, which is consistent with UAS demand patterns and corresponding
flight service provisions. Such a hierarchy is also beneficial to the transportation-efficient
objective from the user side and the construction-efficient objective from the supply side.
That is, as the connection of the whole route network is kept by a certain number of routes,
the total UAS transport cost can be decreased by the economies of scale of the consolidated
flow, and the resource quantities needed for the overall network construction can be greatly
reduced as well. In detail, the designed route network was assumed to consist of three types
of locations, i.e., the primary site, secondary site, and ordinary site, in order of importance,
and three types of route configurations, i.e., the main route connecting the primary site,
the trunk route connecting the primary site and secondary site, and the branch route
connecting the secondary site and ordinary site. To determine the appropriate hierarchy,
the following questions must be answered. First, for each demand site, which hierarchy
type it belongs to should be identified since the site hierarchy heavily affects all subsequent
network modeling issues. Second, high-level sites such as primary and secondary sites are
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the backbones of the transportation network. How to decide about the optimal number of
high-level sites should be investigated to balance the trade-off between UAS transportation
efficiency and site construction resource quantity. Third, considering each site (except the
primary sites) should be allocated to the next higher hierarchy, which secondary (ordinary)
site should be allocated to which primary (secondary) site is a complex task. In general, this
paper attempted to answer the above questions in the hierarchical route network design.

1.3. Summary of Contributions

Most existing airspace design methods for UAS operations assume a homogeneous
route property, i.e., all routes have an equal level and importance. This paper overcomes
this limitation by dividing routes into hierarchies based on the an uneven UAS spatial
distribution, allowing for better coordination between airspace layout and traffic demands.
Besides, instead of the one-sided pursuit of UAS transportation cost minimization, the
proposed method provides a new insight into the trade-off between UAS transportation
efficiency and airspace infrastructure construction, which assists sustainable decision-
making in future UAS airspace configurations. Specifically, we believe that a well-structured
UAS public route network will also contribute to the sustainable development of the
airspace system in terms of efficient and flexible resource utilization. For instance, massive
UAS operations can be accommodated collaboratively with enhanced predictability across
predefined routes within the network. Meanwhile, the redundancy in individual UAS
route planning will also be reduced, which is essential for the sustainable and scalable
growth of the UAS industry.

The proposed method has the following three traits:

(1) A typical three-level hierarchy is adopted to service UAS traffic demand at multiple
scales, i.e., UAS demand sites are categorized into primary, secondary, and ordinary
sites, and route functions between pairs of sites are classified as the main route, trunk
route, and branch route correspondingly.

(2) A multi-objective transportation–construction-efficient model is formulated to provide
informed choices among a range of Pareto-optimal solutions, where operational
constraints on the airspace hazard, the quantity restriction, and the UAS performance
limit are also considered in the model.

(3) For the sake of computation, a bi-level hybrid Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm
(HSAGA) is proposed for the balance between exploitation and exploration, where
a genetic global search framework is hybridized with two problem-specific local
search operators.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The key assumptions of this
study and the problem formulation are discussed in Section 2. The determination of the
demand site hierarchy and the details of the proposed bi-level algorithm are presented in
Section 3. A case analysis and a sensitivity analysis for the validation of the are performed
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and highlights the future works to be
conducted in line with this paper.

2. Mathematical Formulations

This section discusses the basic formulation of the multi-objective site location–allocation
problem within a three-level UAS air route network.

2.1. General Assumption

The following assumptions were made for the hierarchical UAS route network design
in this study. Figure 1 sketches a three-level hierarchy, where the main routes connecting
the primary sites form the first level, the trunk routes connecting the primary sites and
secondary sites the second level, and the branch routes connecting the secondary sites and
ordinary sites the third level (In the proposed hierarchical network, sites and routes are
categorized into different levels based on their functional role, rather than different means
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of transportation). Specifically, restricted areas in the airspace are color-coded in the figure
to ensure air routes are detoured around the bounded space.

Primary site

Secondary site

Ordinary site

Hazardous airspace

Main route

Branch route

Trunk route

Figure 1. UAS route network with three-level hierarchy.

• The proposed UAS route network is supposed to be organized hierarchically. That
is, except the primary sites that are fully connected, each site location of a lower level
should be directly allocated to exactly one site in the next higher level. Cross-stage
transportation that bypasses sites higher in the hierarchy is not allowed.

• The limit of site capacity was not considered in this paper, as was the route capacity.
The effect of possible UAS congestion due to capacity constraints can be relaxed by
considering a parallel multi-lane paradigm in a future study.

• Given that crossing altitudes will cause traffic complexity in another dimension,
the route network was designated at a constant altitude with routes at the same
flight level.

• Maintenance and UAS battery charging (or refueling) were assumed to be available
both at the primary and secondary sites, given the concern about UAS operational
range and endurance.

2.2. Data and Notation

In this section, we introduce the design and representation of the air route network for
UAS operations. For the ease of illustration, Table 2 lists the main notations of the sets and
variables used throughout this paper.

(1) The potential air route network was modeled as a directed graph G = (D, E), where
D is the set of heterogeneous site locations and E is the set of all levels of routes that
may be included in the final topology. Each site location i in D can only be labeled as
one of the three classes: primary site if i ∈ A, secondary site if i ∈ H, and ordinary
site if i ∈ O. Correspondingly, for every route e(i, j) in E (Route e(j, i) is equivalent
to e(i, j) since two-way traffic is allowed. For simplicity, route e(j, i) was replaced by
e(i, j) in this paper for site allocation denotation, i.e., route e(i, j) exists if and only if
site i is allocated to site j), it belongs to one of the following three types: main route if
e(i, j) connects two primary sites i, j ∈ A, trunk route if e(i, j) connects one secondary
site i ∈ H and one primary site j ∈ A, and branch route if e(i, j) connects one ordinary
site i ∈ O and one secondary site j ∈ H.

(2) A set of origin–destination (OD) pairs of UAS travel demands is denoted byW . Each
pair of OD w ∈ W is has an associated demand dw. The UAS flight path consists of a
finite sequence of routes that connects an OD pair, and δw

e(i,j) is a Boolean variable that
takes on a value of 1 if route e(i, j) is contained in the path of OD pair w.
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(3) The cost of air travel per UAS flight in each route is denoted by ηe(i,j), depending
on the length of the route and the route type. The length of the route is computed
by multiplying the Euclidean distance Le(i,j) between the connected site pair i and j
with a detour penalty factor γij. That is because some airspace (e.g., airspace near
the airfield) may be hazardous to UAS operations, thus requiring a detour around
the barrier. If route e(i, j) traverses a hazardous airspace, γij > 1, otherwise γij = 1.
The certain route type will also influence the travel cost. By concentrating traffic to
produce the economies of scale of the flow (e.g., sharing of en route traffic service
charges [27,28]), the unit costs per distance on main routes, trunk routes, and branch
routes are αC, βC, and C, respectively. α and β are the discount rates of the traffic
service price, 0 < α < β < 1.

Table 2. Notations used in the problem formulation.

Notations Explanations

Sets
G Air route network
D Set of demand sites
E Set of air routes
A Set of primary sites, A ⊆ D
H Set of secondary sites,H ⊆ D
O Set of ordinary sites, O ⊆ D, O = D\(A∪H)
W Set of origin–destination (OD) pairs
Variables
e(i, j) =1 if site i is allocated to site j, otherwise 0
fe(i,j) Flow on route e(i, j) connecting sites i and j
dw Demand between OD pair w
δw

e(i,j) =1 if route e(i, j) is contained in the path of OD pair w, otherwise 0
Le(i,j) Euclidean distance between sites i and j
ηe(i,j) Cost of air travel per UAS flight
γij Detour penalty factor, γij ≥ 1
xi =1 if site i is labeled as primary site (i ∈ A), otherwise 0
yi =1 if site i is labeled as secondary site (i ∈ H), otherwise 0
Symbols
N1 Upper limit of number of primary sites, |A| ≤ N1
N2 Upper limit of number of secondary sites, |H| ≤ N2
Q1 Resource required to establish a primary site
Q2 Resource required to establish a secondary site
Rmax Maximum operational range of UAS
C Travel cost per distance on branch routes
αC Travel cost per distance on main routes
βC Travel cost per distance on trunk routes

2.3. Mathematical Optimization Model

The first objective of the route network design problem is to minimize the total travel
costs for all UAS trips, which is linear with respect to the UAS traffic volume and the traffic
service price per unit flight.

Obj1 = min ∑
e(i,j)=1

fe(i,j) · ηe(i,j) = min ∑
e(i,j)=1

( ∑
w∈W

δw
e(i,j) · dw) · ηe(i,j) (1)

where ηe(i,j) =


Le(i,j) · γij · αC, i f i ∈ A, j ∈ A
Le(i,j) · γij · βC, i f i ∈ H, j ∈ A
Le(i,j) · γij · C, i f i ∈ O, j ∈ H
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To achieve the UAS transportation efficiency as much as possible, a greater number
of high-level sites are expected in the model. However, core physical infrastructure assets
must be equipped in these high-level sites, and the resource quantities should be evaluated
from the UTM service supplier side. Therefore, the second goal is to reduce the base infras-
tructure of route network establishment, but without sacrificing the network connectivity
requirement in UAS travel demands.

Obj2 = min(∑
i∈A

Q1xi + ∑
i∈H

Q2yi) (2)

xi (yi) is 1 when a primary (secondary) site is established at location i and is 0 otherwise.
Q1 (Q2) is the fixed resource quantity required to establish a primary (secondary) site at
location i.

The following are the constraints of the model.

∑
j∈H

e(i, j) = 1, ∀i ∈ O,j ∈ H (3)

e(i, j) ≤ yj, ∀i ∈ O, j ∈ H (4)

∑
j∈A

e(i, j) = yi, ∀i ∈ H,j ∈ A (5)

e(i, j) ≤ xj, ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ A (6)

∑
i∈A

xi ≤ N1 (7)

∑
i∈H

yi ≤ N2 (8)

e(i, j) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ O, j ∈ H (9)

e(i, j) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ A (10)

Le(i,j) · γij ≤ Rmax, ∀e(i, j) ∈ E (11)

Constraint (3) forces each ordinary site to be allocated to a secondary site. Constraint (4)
ensures that, if an ordinary site is allocated to a certain location, the location should be
a secondary site. Constraints (5) and (6) collectively ensure that every secondary site is
allocated to exactly one primary site. The total number of primary sites must not exceed N1,
and the total number of secondary sites to be constructed must not exceed N2 as restricted
by Constraints (7) and (8). Constraints (9) and (10) indicate the domains of the decision
variables. Constraint (11) imposes the length restrictions on the site allocations (i.e., the
route distance between connected sites must not exceed the endurance of the UAS, denoted
as Rmax).

3. Bi-Level Solution Algorithm

Given the UAS traffic demand, the key factors for designing a successful hierarchical
UAS route network are to determine the optimal site hierarchy, to locate a proper number
of high-level sites, and to allocate the low-level sites to high ones. In this section, a bi-
level solution algorithm is discussed in detail to solve the multi-objective route network
design problem.

3.1. Algorithm Principle

The traditional location–allocation problem in a two-level hub-and-spoke network has
proven to be Non-deterministic-Polynomial (NP)-hard in many references [26,29], implying
that the problem cannot be solved in polynomial time. The mathematical model in this
paper was developed by extending the two-level hierarchical network structure to a more-
complicated three-level hierarchy. Meanwhile, the objectives of UTM service users (i.e.,
the UAS) and suppliers were jointly combined in the optimization model, which makes
the route network design problem even more challenging to solve. Therefore, heuristic
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algorithms such as the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Simulated Annealing (SA) were jointly
adopted and improved in this work to incorporate the advantages of both global and
local searches.

SA is a local search algorithm that simulates the physical annealing in metal process-
ing [30]. As one of the simplest and best-known metaheuristic methods, SA is widely
deployed for a near-optimal solution search in NP-hard problems. However, the algorithm
needs a substantial amount of computing time since it generally follows a single search
thread at a time. To enhance the search capability, a hybrid Simulated Annealing Genetic
Algorithm (HSAGA) is proposed with the principle as follows. The GA will simultaneously
search different solution regions thanks to its population-based nature. For those good
individuals provided by the GA, their neighborhoods will be probabilistically searched
according to the SA-based solution acceptance criterion. The framework of the HSAGA is
given in Figure 2. After the hybridization of the global genetic operator and local search op-
erator, the algorithm proceeds to update the solution population and iterates the procedure
until the termination criterion is satisfied.

Initialization

Current Solution

Terminate 

Criteria

Genetic operator

Local search operator

Update No

Solution 

Output 

Yes

Good individuals

Figure 2. Framework of the HSAGA.

Within the HSAGA framework, decision variables of the UAS route network design
problem are encoded to construct a solution chromosome, which can be further divided
into two stages. In the first stage, a two-layered chromosome encoding is used to determine
the location and number of the primary and secondary sites. In the second stage, a site
allocation scheme is generated to determine the allocation relationships between ordinary
(secondary) sites and secondary (primary) sites. In short, detailed chromosome construction
is described by the process diagram shown in Figure 3.

As depicted in the sampled chromosome in Figure 3, the first layer is an unrepeated
sorting of all demand site indicesin the airspace, which indicates the chances of sites
becoming high-level sites (e.g., site 5 has the highest probability of being selected as the
primary site in this case). The second layer is an integer array (denoted as M) representing
the number of primary and secondary sites. For instance, if M = [3, 4], it indicates that the
first three sites (e.g., 5, 8, and 9 in red color) are assigned as primary sites, and the other four
sites (e.g., 4, 7, 10, and 12 in blue color) are assigned as secondary sites. The site-allocation
scheme indicates the allocation relationships among sites of different hierarchies, i.e., if a
low-level site is allocated to a high-level site k, the numerical value corresponding to its
position is k. In this case, primary site 1 is allocated to secondary site 4. Thus, the first
position in the site allocation scheme is 4. In the following subsections, how the HSAGA
finds the optimal solution chromosome will be described.
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Demand site layout

Stage 1

Site hierarchy identification

Stage 2

Site allocation determination

Two-layered chromosome encoding

5 8 9 4 7 10 12 1 2 3 6 11 13 145 8 9 4 7 10 12 1 2 3 6 11 13 14

3 4

Site sequence

1st 
layer

2nd 
layer

Number of primary and secondary sites

Site allocation skeme

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 141 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

4 4 4 5 5 7 8 8 9 9 10 9 12 124 4 4 5 5 7 8 8 9 9 10 9 12 12

1

2
3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Site 4 assigned to 

primary site 5

Assigned as 

primary site 

Site 11 assigned to 

secondary site 10

Figure 3. Example of solution chromosome construction.

3.2. Genetic Operator

As mentioned before, the global search process is executed by the population-based
search algorithm, the GA, due to its huge solution search regions. Theoretically, the GA
will not be confined to any particular search space if the population pool includes sufficient
candidates, and new diversified genes will be introduced during the process. For new
population creation, three genetic operators, select, cross, and mutate, are used in the
global search:

• Select: The tournament selection strategy is applied to ensure that the fittest candi-
dates from the current generation are passed on to the next generation.

• Cross: The single-point crossing strategy is used by randomly selecting the same
position on two parent chromosomes. Then, the genetic information to the left (or
right) of this point is swapped between the two parents to produce offspring chro-
mosomes. Yet, it is worth noting that two parts of the information are contained in
the chromosome: the site hierarchy and the allocation relation. If two chromosomes
are randomly crossed, the new chromosomes may not have practical significance.
Therefore, after the single-point crossover process is completed, check whether
each newly generated offspring meets the topology constraints and, then, make
appropriate adjustments to the new offspring.

• Mutate: The single-point variation is adopted if the mutation probability is satisfied.
Randomly select a chromosome as the parent, and modify its gene to a new value
under the topology constraints.

3.3. Local Search Operator

As promising complements to global search, local search is then applied to good
individuals generated by the above three genetic operators. Seeking to improve the cur-
rent solution by making incremental changes, two local search operators are specifically
designed to explore the neighborhood solutions of the good individuals.

To start with, the centrality measures derived from graph theory are firstly introduced.
Their notations are summarized and explained in Table 3. Given a candidate location–
allocation solution chromosome, all secondary and ordinary sites that are attached to one
common primary site comprise a cluster. That is, h[i] = h[j] = m indicates that sites i and j
belong to the same cluster Clusterm. The primary site with the same site index assigned to
it (h[m] = m) is the center of the cluster. For clusters in the route network, two types of site
closeness are defined as follows:

cin[i] =
1

∑h[i]=h[j] Le(i,j)
, cex[i] =

1
∑h[j]=j Le(i,j)

(12)
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where cin[i] and cex[i] are the internal closeness and external closeness of site i, respectively.
The internal closeness can be described as the inverse of the sum of the distance from site i
to all other sites that are in the same cluster, and the external closeness is characterized as
the inverse of the sum of distance to all other cluster centers.

Table 3. Basic centrality notations and explanations.

Notations Explanations

Clusterm Cluster of secondary and ordinary sites that are attached to one same primary site m,
m ∈ A

h[i] =m if site i belongs to C lusterm and is either directly (i ∈ H) or indirectly (i ∈ O)
attached to primary site m, m ∈ A

cin[i] Internal closeness of site i, i ∈ D
cex[i] External closeness of site i, i ∈ D
win[i] UAS traffic volume entering site i, i ∈ D
wout[i] UAS traffic volume leaving site i, i ∈ D

Based on the closeness measures, two local search operators, i.e., swap and reallocate,
are specifically designed to generate neighbor solutions that have high opportunities to
be accepted:

• Swap: Hierarchies of two demand sites within the same cluster (one site is allocated
to the other) are swapped according to their Vswap values. For instance, if a primary
site and a secondary site are selected, compare their Vswap values. Then, the primary
site with a lower Vswap value becomes a secondary site, while the previous secondary
site with a higher Vswap value is changed to be the primary site.

Vswap[i] = cin[i] · cex[i] · (win[i] + wout[i]) (13)

where win[i] and wout[i] are the UAS traffic volume that enters site i or leaves it,
respectively.

win[i] = ∑
w∈W

∑
j∈D

δw
e(j,i) · dw, wout[i] = ∑

w∈W
∑
j∈D

δw
e(i,j) · dw (14)

In principle, the swap operator tries to raise the hierarchy of a site on the condition
that: (1) its closeness to other sites in the cluster is high; therefore, it can reduce the
total costs of collection and distribution within the cluster; (2) its closeness to other
clusters is high; therefore, it can reduce transfer costs; (3) the total amount of the
traffic demand that enters it or leaves it is large enough.

• Reallocate: the non-primary site with the largestvalue of Vreallocate is selected and
reallocated to one of the other clusters.

Vreallocate[i] = cex[i]/cin[i] (15)

In other words, the reallocate operator aims to detach sites that are far from other
sites in the same cluster, but close to other primary sites. Although the reallocate
operator will not necessarily achieve the best site allocation, it ensures that sites
with a close distance to each other are placed in one cluster.

As a result, critical sites with high values of Vswap and/or Vreallocate are chosen for
participation in the local search operations of swap and reallocate, which will noticeably
reduce the search space and improve the solution quality.

3.4. Solution Updating

To utilize the maximum benefits of the global and local search hybridization, two main
issues need to be handled beforehand. The first issue is the intensity of local search, which
controls the maximum computational budget spent on improving one certain good solution.
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In order to avoid premature convergence and reduce resource waste at the same time, the
local search intensity should adapt to the search status and change dynamically. The second
issue is to establish an appropriate acceptance criterion for the multi-objective problem,
which decides about whether to accept a newly generated solution or not. Therefore, with
particular emphasis on the above two issues, how to update the solution is discussed in
this subsection, where the intensity of the local search is guided by SA and a weighted
vector is used to make acceptance decisions for two conflicting objectives.

Inspired by the annealing procedure in metallurgy, the local search intensity of the
proposed algorithm varies with an SA function. Once the initial annealing temperature and
reduction factor are determined, the deepness of the local search gradually grows along
with the decrease of the temperature. That is, a neighborhood solution will be accepted
quickly at the beginning of the local search with a low searching accuracy (i.e., accept a
temporarily worse solution according to the Metropolis criteria). When the temperature
goes down to approach the lowest limit, the intensity will be increased in the elite searching
area to improve the solution quality. The details of the SA-based local search intensity
implementation are indicated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the HSAGA.
1: Input: set of demand sites D, UAS OD pairsW , population size µ, maximum generation
MaxGen
2: % to initialize the chromosome population Pop(0)
3: set chromosome index l = 1, generation g = 0
4: while l ≤ µ do
5: randomly construct a solution Popl(0)
6: if all topology constraints satisfied, then
7: l+ = 1
8: end if
9: end while
10: % of main procedure
11: while g < MaxGen do
12: % to apply global genetic operator to Pop(g)
13: Popβ(g)← select, cross, mutate(Pop(g))
14: % to apply local search operator to good individuals in Popβ(g)
15: set initial temperature T = T0, reduction factor κ, predefined Tend, weighted vector λ
16: repeat
17: generate a random number ζ, 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1
18: if ζ < 0.5, then
19: Popγ(g)← swap(Popβ(g))
20: else
21: Popγ(g)← reallocate(Popβ(g))
22: end if
23: % to apply solution updating
24: ∆ = f it(λ, Popγ(g))− f it(λ, Popβ(g))
25: if ∆ < 0, then
26: accept Pop(g + 1)← Popγ(g)
27: else
28: accept Pop(g + 1)← Popγ(g) with probability exp(−∆/T)
29: end if
30: T = κ · T
31: until T < Tend
32: g+=1
33: end while
34: Output: final population Pop(g) of site location–allocation in hierarchical UAS route
network
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For single-objective optimization, the objective function itself is the fitness evaluation
criterion that determines the acceptance of a neighborhood solution. However, things are
quite different in multi-objective optimization. Using the weighted sum method, a weighted
vector defined as λ = [λ1, λ2] is adopted to combine the two normalized objectives into
one single fitness function.

f it(λ, Popl) =
2

∑
m=1

λm
Objm(Popl)−Objmin

m
Objmax

m −Objmin
m

(16)

where λ1 = rand(0, 1), λ2 = 1− λ1 are randomly updated. Objmin
m and Objmax

m are the
minimum and maximum objective values in the current population Pop, and the individual
l of Pop is denoted as Popl .

Finally, the complete pseudo-code is demonstrated in Algorithm 1 to present a full
picture of the HSAGA’s implementation.

4. Result and Discussion

In this part, the established hierarchical UAS route network model is applied in Beijing
region of China, where optimal location–allocation is determined in accordance with UAS
air travel demand. Numerical results are obtained using the MATLAB R2017b software
running on a PC with an Intel Core i5 5200U CPU 2.19 GHz processor.

4.1. Simulation Design

The research area in Figure 4a corresponds to the administrative region map of Beijing
and includes 16 districts. As exact UAS travel demand data are not available for current use
and, also, the existence of multi-modal transportation may complicate the travel behavior,
a numerical study was randomly generated in this paper based on the Beijing Sustainable
Urban Transport project [31]. In total, 20,141 trips were estimated to occur to and from
46 potential demand sites, the distribution of which would be assigned according to social
and economic attributes. The corresponding UAS trip distribution in the research region is
depicted in Figure 4b with edges colored differently to represent the varying degrees of the
trip volume. Tenser UAS traffic demand is labeled with a darker edge. Edges whose trip
volumes are over 120 are marked with black, while volumes within the range of [100, 120],
[80, 100], [60, 80], [40, 60], [20, 40], [10, 20], and [0, 10] are colored in brown, red, pink,
yellow, green, blue, and light blue, respectively. Specifically, three restricted areas (shaded
in light black for illustration) are designated in the central, southern, and northeastern parts
of the region map, where UASs are prohibited from flying over (e.g., government, airport).

 30'  116°E  30'  117°E  30' 

 20' 

 40' 

  40°N 

 20' 

 40' 

  41°N 

600~1000

2500~4500

>18000

Traffic volume

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Traffic subarea of Beijing and (b) distribution of UAS trip volume between origin and
destination (OD) pairs.
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As shown in the figure, the UAS demand distribution demonstrates an obvious spatial
aggregation from the suburbs to the urban core. Besides, it should be noted that only trips
longer than 10 mi of direct distance are tested as UAS travel candidates in the figure. Trips
shorter than this would be less appealing to UAS flights since the driving option would be
more preferable. Other parameters used in the numerical study are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Parameter settings.

Parameter Value

UAS cruise speed (mi·h−1) 150

Detour penalty γ 1.2

Maximum number of primary sites N1 8

Maximum number of secondary sites N2 12

Discount rate in main route α 0.65

Discount rate in trunk route β 0.75

Resource quantity per primary site Rm 100,000

Resource quantity per secondary site Ra 50,000

Length restriction on site allocation Rmax (mi) 60

Population size µ 30

Maximum generation MaxGen 150

Crossover probability pc 0.65

Mutation probability pm 0.05

Initial temperature T0 (◦C) 100

Cooling factor κ 0.98

Final temperature Tend (◦C) 0.2

Specifically, the parameters of the global genetic operators in the HSAGA were well-
tuned according to the sensitivity analysis shown in Figure 5, where a small test case
(20 sites and 6500 UAS travels involved) was conducted to ensure that the experimental
performance was achieved with the best parameters. The overall solution optimality was
assessed by the hypervolume indicator IH, and the optimal crossover probability pc and
mutation probability pm that led to the highest IH were selected. Owing to its broad
applicability, the parameters of the SA-based local search were set as the default [32].
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Figure 5. Parameters for the HSAGA.
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In the following context, a detailed experiment will be conducted together with
benchmark instances to verify:

• The effectiveness of the three-level hierarchical structure: (1) direct routing (no hier-
archy), (2) hub-and-spoke (two-level hierarchy), and (3) the proposed hierarchical
topology (three-level hierarchy).

• The effectiveness of the global–local hybridization strategy: (1) pure global opti-
mization based on the GA, (2) pure local optimization based on SA, and (3) the
proposed hybrid global–local optimization based on the HSAGA.

• The effectiveness of the problem-specific local search operator: (1) random search,
(2) swap-only operator, (3) reallocate-only operator, and (4) combined search with
both swap and reallocate operators.

• The sensitivity analysis of critical parameters: the length restriction on site
allocation Rmax.

For each simulation, the results were collected and analyzed on the basis of 10 inde-
pendent runs.

4.2. Validation of the Three-Level Hierarchy

The performance of the network hierarchy was firstly analyzed by comparing the
average result of the direct routing network and the hierarchical routing network in Table 5.
Unlike the direct routing network, where all demand sites are fully connected, most of the
UAS trips in the hierarchical network need to be transferred intermediately to high-level
sites rather than travel directly to their destinations. From the table, one can observe
that the network cost in direct routing network was about 5.12 million, where the UAS
travel costs and resource quantities accounted for about 10.16% and 89.84% of the total
cost, respectively. By adopting the hierarchical network structure, the UAS travel cost
increased slightly as the resource quantity substantially decreased, i.e., 1.06 million less in
the two-level hierarchy and 3.83 million in the three-level hierarchy. That is because the
hierarchical topology allows infrastructure savings (e.g., fewer high-level sites and routes)
as it permits a more-concentrated utilization of resources. Instead of building massive
direct routes, less-frequent UAS travel demands can be served by transferring to high-level
sites. Compared to the total costs of the direct routing network and hub–spoke network,
our three-level model saved 67.38% and 59.76% of the costs, respectively.

Considering that some network properties (e.g., UAS traffic volume distribution in
routes and sites) are case-sensitive and cannot be averaged, we took one concrete sample
for each mode of network in Figure 6 to illustrate the traffic routing process in detail.

Table 5. Comparison of direct routing network and hierarchical routing network.

Mode of Network Number of Sites Number of Routes UAS Travel Cost Resource
Primary Secondary Ordinary Main Trunk Branch (Million) (Million)

direct routing with
no hierarchy 46 - - 1005 - - 0.52 4.60

hub-and-spoke with
two-level hierarchy 24.75 21.25 - 345.88 21.25 - 0.61 3.54

topology with
three-level hierarchy 4 7.33 34.67 6.56 7.33 34.67 0.90 0.77

From these experimental results obtained in Figure 6 and Table 5, we can have the fol-
lowing observations: (1) Unlike the direct routing network containing 1005 route segments
in Figure 6a, the sampled two-level hub–spoke network contains 262 segments in Figure 6e,
and the total number of routes for the three-level route network is 55 in Figure 6i. As the
number of air routes decreases, the uneven distribution of UAS traffic among network
routes becomes evident. For instance, certain routes experience intense traffic volumes,
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while others remain comparatively sparse. (2) Similarly, there is also considerable het-
erogeneity in the UAS traffic volume among the 46 demand sites in Figure 6b,f,j. This
occurs because of the reduction in route redundancy, i.e., several demand sites serve as
central points for various OD pairs and attract a greater traffic concentration compared
to other sites. (3) When considering the route category, the increase in network levels
generates an obvious role disparity. For instance, compared with Figure 6c,g, where the
UAS traffic carried by routes of different categories (denoted by different colors) exhibits
little difference, the main and trunk routes make up 47% of the three-level route network in
Figure 6k, but carry 80% of the UAS traffic volume. (4) Such a role disparity is also found
in the demand site categories in Figure 6d,h,l. For instance, the peak volume reaches 16,000
at the primary sites in Figure 6l, while being generally below 2000 at the ordinary sites.
Therefore, benefiting from higher network resource utilization (i.e., the average UAS load
per route was 38 in the direct routing network, 171 in the two-level route network, and
1183 in the three-level route network), the results verified that a high-quality hierarchical
route network model could help to meet the UAS traffic demands, as well as simplify the
network layout.

Figure 6. Illustration of UAS traffic volume distribution in sampled direct routing network: UAS
traffic volume carried by each route (a), each site (b), each route category (c), and each site category (d).
Illustration of UAS traffic volume distribution in the hub–spoke network with two-level hierarchy:
UAS traffic volume carried by each route (e), each site (f), each route category (g), and each site
category (h). Illustration of UAS traffic volume distribution in the hierarchical routing network
with three-level hierarchy: UAS traffic volume carried by each route (i), each site (j), each route
category (k), and each site category (l).

For a further analysis of the three-level network hierarchy, Figure 7 provides an
instance of optimal site location–allocation with 6 primary sites and 11 secondary sites in
the network. Primary sites are represented by red nodes, secondary sites by green, and
ordinary demand sites by blue. We also present how UAS traffic flows are routed in the
figure (light blue: flow volume <1000, orange: ≥1000 to <2000, pink: ≥2000 to <3000,
black: ≥3000). The results showed that the largest volume of traffic mainly concentrated in
the main routes and trunk routes. Specifically, it was found that the main routes connecting
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primary sites do not always carry the busiest UAS traffic (for instance, some main routes
between two remote primary sites are colored in light blue). Instead, some trunk routes
connecting the primary site and secondary site have greater traffic loads, suggesting that
most UAS trips transfer to only one intermediate primary site rather than two.

To explore the influence of UAS non-direct routing on the above hierarchical route
network in Figure 7, Figure 8 gives the distribution of the additional travel distance
compared to point-to-point routing. Extra UAS travel cost due to intermediate transfer is
inevitable in the hierarchical route network for routing some flows via their non-shortest
paths. It can be seen from the figure that approximately 75% of the UAS trips had an
extra travel distance of less than 10 mi. On average, the additional distance was 7.38 mi,
indicating an acceptable delay time of 3 min given that the UAS cruise speed is 2.5 mi/min.
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Figure 7. Optimized three-level UAS route network with travel cost = 0.84 mill., resource
quantity = 1.15 mill.
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Figure 8. Additional travel distance distribution in hierarchical route network compared to
direct routing.

4.3. Validation of the HSAGA

From the first set of experiments, the superiority of the hierarchical structure was
justified by a comparison with the traditional non-applied one. This section investigates
whether the proposed HSAGA contributes to the success of such a network. Other opti-
mization algorithms such as the GA and SA were employed and compared to demonstrate
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the effectiveness of the HSAGA. These algorithms differ in their search ability; for instance,
the GA has a strong global search ability, and SA performs well in local search, which
will have an impact on the optimization results. To further verify the effectiveness of the
proposed HSAGA in multi-objective UAS route network design, two typical state-of-the-art
algorithms, NSGA-II and MOEA/D, were also considered for the comparison studies.
NSGA-II relies on non-dominated sorting and crowding distance, while the working princi-
ple of MOEA/D is a decomposition strategy. Figure 9 depicts the non-dominated solutions
of the five compared algorithms, where no one objective function can be improved in a
non-dominated solution without degrading the other objective value.
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Figure 9. Non-dominated solutions obtained by compared optimization strategies.

We can see that the HSAGA with the global and local search combined outperformed
the other algorithms in terms of the UAS travel cost and network resource quantity. This is
because the single-mode search algorithm only focuses on one kind of search option and,
thus, is more likely to run into partial optimization. For the two state-of-the-art algorithms,
NSGA-II and MOEA/D, NSGA-II provided comparatively superior solutions due to its
elitism, which preserves the best solutions over successive generations, while MOEA/D
experienced premature convergence due to the sensitivity to the weight configurations.
Apart from the fact that the GA and SA have been extensively adopted for their proven
effectiveness, the superiority of the HSAGA is driven by the following considerations.
Unlike the single-mode search algorithm, which only focuses on one kind of search option,
the HSAGA strikes a balance between global exploration and local exploitation. For the GA-
based global optimization, promising solutions in the large solution space (3(n ∗ (n− 1)/2)
in this case) can be approximated from multiple points through iterative selection, crossover,
and mutation. For example, offspring that differ from existing parent chromosomes are
reassembled during the crossover process by randomly breaking and re-joining the parent
genetic information. Therefore, solutions with various travel costs and resource quantities
can be gradually evolved. In the meantime, in case the solution of the GA is trapped at
its current local minima, the SA-based local optimization can avoid early convergence by
probabilistically accepting bad neighborhood solutions. For example, the hierarchies of two
sites can be reassigned and allocation relations can be relinked by reallocating a selected site
to other sites, the intensity of which is naturally controlled by the temperature, which can
prioritize exploration initially and transition to exploitation as the optimization progresses.
Specifically, it should be noted that only the UAS travel cost was improved, while the
resource quantity remained the same during the local search, since the numbers of primary
and secondary sites needed to be constructed were unchanged after the optimization.
However, one drawback of local optimization is its strong dependence on the initial
solution, i.e., solution diversity will be rare because the local search always operates on the
same individual constantly.
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Unlike single-mode search algorithms, the proposed HSAGA jointly combines the
global search of the GA and the local search of SA. In this case, the result generated by
the GA is regarded as the initial solution of local optimization so as to avoid premature
convergence. Meanwhile, the diversity in the GA population can be reserved in the local
search process by keeping individuals with good qualities. Consequently, by reasonably
hybridizing multiple search modes, the HSAGA promotes the probabilities of finding
optimal site location–allocation solutions for the UAS route network. A quantitative
comparison of four performance indicators (i.e., IH, ID, ∆, and time) is given in Table 6,
including the best result for each indicator and the corresponding standard deviation.

Table 6. The values of four performance metrics, IH, ID, ∆, and time.

Optimization Strategy Metric IH ID ∆ Time (Min)

global optimization
based on GA

mean 0.649 0.016 0.641 92.48
std 0.017 0.010 0.110 2.95
best 0.671 0.009 0.550 90.45

local optimization
based on SA

mean 0.659 0.026 0.670 88.10
std 0.013 0.003 0.059 3.82
best 0.666 0.018 0.632 84.21

hybrid optimization
based on HSAGA

mean 0.897 0.013 0.606 111.03
std 0.015 0.004 0.079 3.48
best 0.911 0.006 0.499 105.69

multi-objective
optimization
based on MOEA/D

mean 0.630 0.033 0.703 103.68
std 0.012 0.006 0.100 3.09
best 0.677 0.021 0.600 92.00

multi-objective
based on NSGA-II

mean 0.708 0.019 0.479 120.95
std 0.042 0.009 0.161 3.64
best 0.744 0.007 0.338 113.07

The first three indicators were adopted to measure the solution quality, where the
hypervolume indicator IH implies the size of the dominated space, the convergence in-
dicator ID represents the proximity to the reference set, and the diversity indicator ∆
reflects the distribution of non-dominated solutions. We can conclude from Table 6 that
the HSAGA-based hybrid optimization was the superior one, which had the largest IH,
while the smallest ID and a moderate ∆. The quantitative comparison was also consistent
with the algorithm’s working principle mentioned before, as the diversified population
generated from the global search and the following local search provided greater chances
of approaching the optimal network layout configuration. The forth indicator implies the
computational efficiency of the HSAGA. One can see that local optimization based on SA
was slightly more efficient than the global optimization based on the GA. This was mainly
because the global optimization used three genetic steps (i.e., select, cross, and mutate)
for generating new solutions, while the local optimization used a single step (i.e., swap or
reallocate). In addition, when a chromosome is generated by genetic optimizations, we
usually have to check whether the new solution complies with the predefined constraints,
while the local optimization always provides reasonable solutions. Therefore, for the sake
of computation time, the HSAGA only applies local search to non-dominated individuals
instead of to every solution in each generation.

Next, in order to give a comprehensive evaluation of how the problem-specific local
search operators were working, the average values of the UAS travel cost decrease to
the evolution of iterations are plotted in Figure 10. The declining curves illustrate that
the combined search can achieve a greater cost reduction than the single local search and
random search, which possesses no local search operator. With the same initialization,
the swap-only local search sped up the convergence process, but the premature conver-
gence problem emerged around 100 iterations. This is because the swap operator does
not change the site combinations within each cluster and, thus, may be easily trapped
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in local minima. In contrast, the reallocate operator searched a broader solution space
with changed site combinations among different clusters, enabling a higher chance for
finding new potentially cost-effective solutions. Therefore, by incorporating both the swap
and reallocate operators, the combined local search worked well, finding high-quality
solutions and avoiding premature convergence. Improvements in the solutions after local
searching (i.e., less UAS travel costs with the same number of high-level sites constructed)
across 10 independent runs are depicted in Figure 11. The performance enhancement was
measured both in percentage terms and in numerical values, which are represented by
filled and hollow boxplots, respectively.

Figure 10. Decline curves of average UAS travel cost decrease of compared local search operators.
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Figure 11. Solution improvement comparison under different local search operators.

One can see that the combined search had the most-satisfying best and average
function values compared to those of the other three search strategies. The relative decrease
of the UAS travel cost was on average 7.0% in the reallocate-only neighborhood search,
6.7% in the swap-only neighborhood search, 9.7% in the combined search, and 5.2% in the
random search. As a typical NP-hard problem, the search space for optimal site location–
allocation is too large to approximate a promising result. Unlike the random search operator
searching all the solution space blindly, the swap and reallocate search operators guide the
search process to elite feasible regions, where the former one focuses on changing the site
hierarchy within the same cluster and the latter tends to adjust the site allocation relations
across different clusters. Hence, the solution quality was considerably improved by the
precise neighborhood search.
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4.4. Sensitivity Analysis of Critical Parameter

To understand how some critical parameter settings may influence the route network
layout and UAS routing behavior, a sensitivity analysis of the length restriction Rmax on site
allocation was also carried out. As an important network parameter, the range restriction
on the route distance between two connected demand sites must be satisfied according
to the UAS endurance requirements. In the original experiment, the length restriction
Rmax was set to 60 mi. Next, on the premise of keeping network connectivity (there were
routes connecting any given UAS OD pair across the network), we changed the length
restriction to Rmax = 40 mi and Rmax = 20 mi. Figure 12 depicts the optimal network layout
that requires the least resource quantity under three different length restrictions. Red nodes
represent primary sites; green nodes with outer colored rings represent secondary sites;
blue dots represent ordinary sites that are allocated to the corresponding secondary sites
with the same outer ring color.
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Figure 12. Changes of site allocation under different length restriction Rmax.

In general, Rmax implicitly clustered demand sites in terms of their geographical
distance and, thus, demonstrated the characteristic of spatial aggregation, i.e., ordinary
sites that were close in distance tended to be allocated to the same secondary site. This
allows UAS traffic to travel much more efficiently with fewer intermediate stops. For
instance, for a short-haul flight, only one intermediate stop is needed if the origin and
destination sites are allocated to the same secondary site, while three stops at least are
required if they are allocated to two separate secondary sites. When the allocation threshold
was decreased to 40 mi, the backbone structure remained unchanged, but the previous
secondary site 25 was replaced by site 13. This is because dispersedly located ordinary
sites, such as 32, 35, and 37, require reallocations to closer secondary sites that are within
their allocation limits. However, a further decrease of Rmax to 20 mi resulted in a significant
topology change. The number of primary and secondary sites increased from 3 to 4 and 7,
respectively. That is, more high-level sites were constructed for the purpose of intermediate
transfer, given that a greatly reduced allocation threshold makes the network connectivity
more difficult to preserve. Indeed, network connectivity no longer existed when the
allocation limit was less than 20 mi as some dispersed sites will be disconnected.

Apart from the network layout demonstration in Figure 12, the detailed properties of
these sampling networks are also recorded in Table 7. Compared with that of Rmax = 60 mi,
more UAS travel costs were consumed in Rmax = 40 mi due to the increase in the additional
traveling distance. For Rmax = 20 mi, the extra travel cost induced by the traveling
distance extension was compensated by the service discount factors α and β. That is, when
4 primary sites and 7 secondary sites were constructed, benefits from service discounts in
the main routes and trunk routes will offset the longer distance costs induced by multiple
intermediate transfers.
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Table 7. Network properties under different Rmax.

Property Rmax = 60 mi Rmax = 40 mi Rmax = 20 mi

Primary site No. 3 (6/8/9) 3 (6/8/9) 4 (8/9/11/28)

Secondary site No. 3 (1/25/44) 3 (1/13/44) 7 (1/23/25/34/36/44/45)

Resource quantity (mill.) 0.45 0.45 0.75

UAS travel cost (mill.) 0.96 1.00 0.97

Additional distance (avg.) 7.64 mile 8.75 mile 10.78 mile

4.5. Discussion

In this research, to better address future unprecedented low-altitude UAV management
issues, we advocated the concept of hierarchical air route network construction. A typical
three-level hierarchy was specifically adopted, i.e., UAS demand sites were categorized
into primary, secondary, and ordinary sites, and route functions between pairs of sites were
classified as the main route, trunk route, and branch route, correspondingly. The design
of the UAS air route network was based on the demand distribution of the UAS traffic,
and thus, air routes within the network will dynamically close and activate in response
to changes in UAS traffic flow. In addition, the existing ground infrastructures such as
buildings and other obstacles can be integrated into the route network structural design,
which creates more logical routes and further enhances UAS traffic management.

UAS-oriented airspace utilization has gained increasing recognition in recent years,
and various concepts of airspace structures have been proposed for using limited airspace
as efficiently and safely as possible. The design of the public route network was firstly
mentioned by ICAO at the Drone Enable, ICAO’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UASs)
Industry Symposium in 2017, indicating that the industry considers this issue promising.
Such a transportation concept is expected to achieve a more-concentrated airspace resource
utilization, where one or more UAS flights can be assigned to fly along the shared routes.
Specifically, by modeling the airspace as a three-level hierarchical route network, UAS
traffic demands are addressed at multiple scales in accordance with the volume of traffic
they accommodate (e.g., high-volume flow in the main route or local traffic supported by
the branch route). In addition, based on the established route network, it is straightforward
for UTM managers to identify the UAS flight situation and process UAS route allocation
quickly in such a graph-type airspace structure.

UAS air route network design demands the support of a multi-objective optimization
algorithm, which requires the maximization of the UAS transportation efficiency satisfying
at the same time the network supplier concerns. If we explore the full combinatorial design
space in detail, a large amount of computational resources will be needed. Therefore, a
hybridization of global search with local search was adopted for the complex computation
process, where the GA-based global search ensured that good solutions can be approxi-
mated from multiple points and the SA-based local search generated improved solutions
on the basis of the solutions obtained by the GA. In the meantime, to overcome the compu-
tational load caused by the hybridization, only non-dominated individuals were chosen as
initial solutions for the local search, where the swap and reallocate operators were applied
for appropriate local search direction guidance.

In addition, it is essential to consider the sensitive impact of UAS endurance per-
formance on the route network layout. As a harsh allocation length restriction would
offset the economies of scale of traffic consolidation, future performance improvement in
the UAS’s increasing range capability will contribute to the intensive design of the UAS
route network.

5. Conclusions

This paper solved the multi-objective location–allocation optimization problem in
the hierarchical UAS route network design. A three-level route network was used to
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model the transport hierarchy, where UAS demand sites were classified into primary sites,
secondary sites, and ordinary sites and route functions were correspondingly classified as
main routes, trunk routes, and branch routes. Specifically, in order to balance the interests
between route system users and suppliers, the multi-objective decision-making framework
was adopted to make a trade-off between UAS transportation efficiency and network
construction efficiency. Meanwhile, a bi-level algorithm, the HSAGA, was designed for
promising solution generation, where the advantages of the population diversity provided
by the global search and local minima avoidance ensured by the local search were combined
jointly. A case study in the Beijing region of China was carried out to verify the model and
the algorithm. The results demonstrated that, compared to the direct routing network, a
more-balanced transportation–construction trade-off can be achieved in a hierarchical UAS
route network. Further simulations also confirmed the superiority of the proposed HSAGA,
where the combination of the global and local search (conducted by two problem-specific
operators) helped to find elite solutions more efficiently and precisely.

This study opens many future research directions. One possible improvement is that
the current network only considers spatial design and does not relate to the temporal
assignment of traffic routes between flights. As conflict risks are likely to increase in
airspace where UAS traffic flows are concentrated, a deeper study with a time allocation
strategy should be conducted to accommodate multiple UAS flights in the same routes
at a particular time. Another direction is to incorporate the environmental impact into
UAS route network design. By considering sustainable factors such as noise and emission
reduction, sustainability concerns can be addressed for more environmentally friendly UAS
operations. Therefore, based on the hierarchical route network presented in the paper, the
initial research will play an important role in the future advancement of UAS operations.
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